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Overview

• Overview of the University
• Why decommissioning at Aberdeen? Current Research Interests in 

Decommissioning
• Law
• Economics
• Geology
• Biological Sciences
• Engineering

• Development of MSc in Decommissioning: Bringing industry experience to 
the classroom

• Detailed content of the MSc in Decommissioning
• Background
• Course content
• Industrial input



University of Aberdeen - Key Facts

• Founded 1495
• 55,000 alumni in 135 countries
• 14,500 students       
• Over 3,000 staff (1400 academic)
• Turnover over £220m (£60m+ research)     
• Main Areas 

• Arts & Social Sciences 
• Physical Sciences
• Life Sciences & Medicine 



Introduction

Why do we Study/Research Offshore Decommissioning at the University of 
Aberdeen?
Decommissioning is highly multidisciplinary and involves:
• Law – the regulatory framework to which offshore decommissioning must 

adhere (OSPAR decision 98/3, Petroleum act 1998, etc.)
• Economics – the economics determining the cessation of production the 

cost of decommissioning and the effect of loss of tax revenue on the 
treasury.

• Geology – how do we monitor the reservoir long term?
• Biological sciences – although there is regulation as to what must be done 

the environmental effects are not yet properly understood and the Marine 
Habitats directive may clash with OSPAR requirements.

• Engineering – how do we remove 26,000 tonne topsides and steel jackets 
or 250,000 tonne gravity based structures from the North Sea?

The University has strength in all of these areas.



Decommissioning Research in the 
University of Aberdeen

Law
• Contract law impediments to collaboration in decommissioning
• Liability and long term ownership of facilities

Economics
• The effects of oil price and taxation on cessation of production 

and decommissioning
• The economic advantages of decommissioning campaigns

Geology
• Long term stability of depleted reservoirs

Prof Alex Kemp, 
Professor of 
Economics
Prof Euan 
Phimister,
Chair in Economics

Prof John Paterson,
Professor of Law
Prof Tina Hunter,
Personal Chair in Law
Mr Greg Gordon,
Senior Lecturer in Law

Prof David MacDonald, 
Professor of Geology



Decommissioning Research in Biological 
Sciences

This project aims is to train software to identify 
the main marine growth species on UKCS 
platforms and to calculate their percentage 
cover. 
INSITE: working collaboratively with 
Independent Scientific Advisory Board and 
INSITE project management on data initiatives 
and plans for phase II funding; and ongoing 
working relationship with the Oil and Gas 
Innovation Centre.
Decommissioning Environmental “Road-
Map”: Working with Decom North Sea and 
partners on a “road-map” for decommissioning 
Environmental Impact Assessments.

Dr Kate Gormley, Research Fellow

Marine Growth Analysis on Decommissioning Offshore Installations: 
NERC Oil & Gas Decommissioning Innovation Grant. (2016-17) 



Decommissioning Research in Biological 
Sciences - Biomonitoring – drill cutting piles

Ursula Witte
Core  Sampling 

b. HC-degrading gene abundance w/ qPCR c. Microbial response – DGGE 

• Degradation may be slow in anoxic deep layers of cuttings piles
• HC degrading genes can be used as a way of monitoring degradation 

a. Geochemical analysisCore 
sampling

‘clean’ cores ‘contaminated’ cores

Enzymes responsible for HC 
metabolism are upregulated in oil 
polluted environments, indicating 
degradation

Prof Ursula Witte, 
Professor of Zoology



Decommissioning Research in Engineering -
Underwater Lifting

(www.aubingroup.com)

Dr Richard Neilson
Professor in Engineering
Prof Ana Ivanovic
Professor of Engineering
Mr Sergi Arnau
Aubin Group Ltd



Decommissioning Research in Engineering -
Underwater Lifting

Present & Future plans

(www.aubingroup.com)(www.aubingroup.com)



Decommissioning Research in Engineering -
Underwater Cutting

BP’s North West Hutton Platform – one of 
the largest structures decommissioned to 
date in the UK North Sea

224 subsea cuts using 
a combination of 
diamond wire, abrasive 
water jetting and 
hydraulic cutting 
shears to remove 58 
jacket sections

The problem
Underwater cutting systems exist 
but:
• Are difficult to deploy in 

complex structures e.g. 
shears

• Many use high power e.g. 
abrasive water jet cutting

• May clog up e.g. abrasive 
water jet cutting

• Some systems can get stuck 
in the cut e.g. diamond wire 

• Potential explosions e.g. oxy-
fuel cutting



Decommissioning Research in Engineering -
Underwater Cutting

• Complex cuts possible
• ROV deployment allows operation beyond diver operating depths.
• Remote cutting currently up to 200m from power supply
• Possibility of cutting with no O2 increases safety
• Possibility of cutting with only consumable being an inert gas for water 

displacement 
• Relatively low powers for low cut width of approx. 1mm.
• No reaction force needed other than weight of the tool
• No possibility of the cutting tool getting stuck in the cut member since 

the cutting process is non-contacting
• No gas emission 
• Possibility of cutting metals and non metals
• Low deck footprint (1 container)



Laser Cutting Tests
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Dr Richard Neilson
Professor in Engineering



School of Engineering



School of Engineering

65 Staff in 5 teaching disciplines 
(20+ new staff in the last 2 years)
• Civil Engineering
• Chemical Engineering
• Electrical and Electronic Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Petroleum Engineering

5 research themes
• Chemical and Materials
• Electrical and Electronic Engineering
• Fluids and Structures
• Petroleum and Natural Gas 

Engineering
• Theoretical and Applied Mechanics



School of Engineering

• General engineering structure and approach.

At undergraduate level: Accredited 5-year MEng, 4-year BEng 
degree programmes in…

• Civil Engineering
• Electrical & Electronic Engineering
• Mechanical Engineering
• Chemical Engineering (2006)
• Petroleum Engineering (2008)

• 900 undergraduate students



School of Engineering MSc Programmes

• Safety & Reliability Engineering for Oil and  Gas (IMechE, ICE, IStructE, IHE, 
CIHT, EI, IMarEST)

• Safety & Reliability Engineering
• Oil & Gas Engineering (IMechE, EI)
• Renewable Energy Engineering (IMechE, EI, IMarEST)
• Petroleum Engineering (IMechE, EI)
• Reservoir Engineering (EI)
• Subsea Engineering (IMechE, ICE,   IStructE, IHE, CIHT, IMarEST, EI)
• Global Subsea Engineering (with Curtin University, Australia)
• Project Management
• Oil & Gas Structural Engineering (ICE, IStructE, IHE, CIHT, IMechE, EI)
• Process Safety 
• Decommissioning (new for 2017/18)
• Advanced Mechanical Engineering (new for 2017/18)



MSc in Decommissioning



Reasons for launching the programme

• Decommissioning is likely to cost the UK sector £40-£100bn over the 
next 40 years.

• There are other huge markets in Malaysia, Gulf of Mexico and longer 
term Australia and Brazil

• The industry is just starting and there is a need for trained people
• The Aberdeen City Deal sees decommissioning as one of the key 

areas for investment with a Centre of Excellence in Life Extension and 
Decommissioning being set up in Aberdeen

• Decommissioning is multi-disciplinary and the University has 
expertise across the relevant subjects

• There is no MSc in this topic worldwide



Background
• Staff from Engineering, Biological Sciences, Law, Geology, and 

Economics started meeting to discuss decommissioning about 2 years 
ago.

• All the schools/departments had existing research in 
decommissioning

• Proposed the running of MSc programme and potential content of 
modules in May 2015

• During the latter part of 2015 and early 2016, sought wider support 
and sent copies of the draft programme for feedback to:
• Decom North Sea
• Strategic Decom
• Repsol-Sinopec (formerly Talisman)
• BP

The feedback was incorporated into the modules



MSc in Decommissioning - Programme

• Full time (12 months) and Online Learning (27 months) 
• September 2017 start
• 8 x 15 credit modules plus a 60 credit dissertation
• Teaching will be collaborative with the Robert Gordon University 

(RGU)

First half session:
• Offshore Structures and Subsea Systems (Engineering)
• Well Plugging and Abandonment (RGU)
• Law and Decommissioning: Regulatory Aspects (Law)
• Petroleum Economics and Project Evaluation (Business School)



MSc in Decommissioning - Programme

Second half session:
• Group Project in Comparative Assessment (All Schools)
• Process Shut Down, Structural Decommissioning and Disposal (Engineering)
• Marine Environmental Impact Assessment (Biological Sciences)
• Elective from:

• Risk Management in Decommissioning (Engineering)
• Marine Ecology and Monitoring Environmental Change (Biological 

Sciences)
• Law and Decommissioning: Commercial Aspects (Law)

Summer:
• 3 month individual project
The course is accepting applications 
https://www.abdn.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught/degree-
programmes/1015/decommissioning/

https://www.abdn.ac.uk/study/postgraduate-taught/degree-programmes/1015/decommissioning/


MSc in Decommissioning – Industry Input
Industry Advisory board
The programme has an industry advisory board being set up including:

• Head of Decommissioning for OGA (Also ex-head of decommissioning for an 
operator)

• Oil and gas operator with substantial decommissioning commitments
• Tier 1 contractor
• Representative of the supply chain (Decom North Sea)
• Decommissioning consultant
• Environmental consultant involved in decommissioning
• Legal/Fiscal professional involved in decommissioning

Potential Industrial input to teaching (Input has been offered but not yet confirmed)
• Centrica
• Repsol-Sinopec
• Shell
• Xodus Group

• Wood Group
• Strategic Decom
• Aberdeen Radiation Services
• Maersk

• BP
• CNR



Transforming the world
with greater knowledge
and learning
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